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- Some of Consumer Electronics makers had requested to use a PWG standard “XHTML Print”, over the 1394 AV/C Printing protocol.

- They are assuming the goal to use 1394 printer to print XHTML pages from broadcasting stations.

- Print by reference over broadcasting.
Side space of a Digital TV is sweet
Print by reference from the Air

1394 Printing Protocol ➔ AV/C Printer Sub unit ➔ XHTML Contents

IEEE 1394 compliant Printer
What are issue?

- Addition for the CSS-Print Profile
  - Background support and more
- Some of proposal documents want to refer the PWG specification
  - Proposal for ARIB
    - [www.arib.or.jp](http://www.arib.or.jp)
      - Association of Radio Industries and Businesses
  - Proposal for JEITA
    - [www.jeita.or.jp](http://www.jeita.or.jp)
      - Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association
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